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Minimum deposit of  $ __________   (30%) is required to bind terms and can be paid online
with a credit card, in cash, or approved local check. Any deposit received is non-
refundable or transferable, however your date can be changed to next available date.
Parties entering into this contract are permanently bound to fulfill the obligations by this
agreement unless one or more of the following conditions apply: Both parties mutually
agree to leave the agreement and its responsibilities. The event described herein is
completely canceled, and a minimum of 30 days notice is given.

In the event that Michigan Music DJ becomes unable to provide services due to
complications beyond their control, a reputable replacement may be provided at no more
than the original price agreed on. Any and all information or details must be
communicated before the 5 days preceding the performance.

Michigan Music DJ shall not be held liable for any action arising from or in connection
with any individuals not directly affiliated with Barely Devils, or Michigan Music
DJ Entertainment. Furthermore, the party(s) contracting the “Band or DJ” services agrees to
assume full responsibility for any and all damages caused by themselves or their guests
involving any of the music equipment or property.

*Outdoor events require adequate cover to protect equipment. Having safe grounded
electric is also the responsibility of the client. We will not set-up our equipment if the
event site is unsafe or risk of damage to our equipment is too great. Force Majeure is
generally intended to include risks beyond the reasonable control of a party, incurred not
as a product or result of the negligence or malfeasance of a party, which have a materially
adverse effect on the ability of such party to perform its obligations, as where non-
performance is caused by the usual and natural consequences of external forces such as
“predicted rain stops an outdoor event” or where the intervening circumstances are
specifically contemplated.

*The parties purchasing the services of Michigan Music DJ Entertainment ~ Barely Devils
 “may allow” staff to use pictures or video images taken at this event for promotional purposes. 
We honor Military, Government and contractual NDA’s 
I understand the terms and conditions described herein, and will abide by them.

_______________________________________________ (sign and date) 
Client

__Brian M Woodhouse______________________
Michigan Music DJ Representative


